
A.P. World History Unit 3 Test Study Guide 

 

Chapter 13 

 
1. What does the term Islam mean? 

2. What is the Qu’ran?  

3.  What was the turning point in the rise of Islam? 

4. The Islamic holy law is known as what? 

5. No religious leader could follow Muhammad, so who did political authority rest with? 

6. What do the Shia believe? 

7. After the assassination of Ali, power fell to whom? 

8.   What did the victorious Arabic armies of the Umayyad dynasty allow conquered people to 

do? 

9. The Umayyad insisted that conquered people pay a special head tax if they did not convert to 

Islam. This head tax was called what? 

10. How did the Abbasid dynasty differ from the Umayyad dynasty? 

11. What new industry, transmitted to the Islamic world from China, was introduced during the 

Abbasid period? 

12. Islamic banks honored letters of credit, which could be drawn on the parent bank, called 

what? 

13. How did the conquest of Mesopotamia and Persia influence the role of women in the Islamic 

world? 

14. In an effort to recruit learned students, Islamic leaders often financially supported institutions 

of higher learning called what? 

15. The main Indian influence on Islamic thought was in what field? 

 

Chapter 14 

 
16. What was the greatest contribution of Sui Yangdi, the second Sui emperor? 

17. What was the Tang plan to avoid the concentration of land in the hands of the wealthy? 

18. During the Tang dynasty, what did the imperial civil service examinations do? 

19. What happened to China’s size during the Tang dynasty? 

20. What was the kowtow? 

21. Who was the founder of the Song dynasty?  

22. The Song dynasty was substantially weakened by Song Taizu’s decision to do what? 

23. What was the most important new crop introduced into China during the Tang and Song 

periods? 

24. What is foot binding probably the best example of?   

25. What was the most influential Chinese naval technological innovation? 

26. What alleviated the shortage of copper coins during the Song and Tang periods? 

27. In an effort to win support in China by tying into Chinese traditions, how did Buddhist 

missionaries translate the Indian term dharmat? 

28. What did the Tang Emperors do to the Buddhists in China in the 840s? 

29. What happened in 1185 when the Minamoto clan defeated their rival the Taira clan?  

30. What was the title of the military governor who ruled in place of the Japanese emperor? 



Chapter 15 
 

31. In regard to political structure, how did postclassical India develop? 

32. An invasion in 451 C.E. by the White Huns began the collapse of what? 

33. Who was the scholarly Buddhist emperor who reunited northern India in the seventh 

century? 

34. In 711, who conquered the northern Indian area of Sind? 

35. How did Islam reach India? 

36. What was Mahmud of Ghazni’s main inspiration for visiting India in the eleventh century?  

37. Northern India was dominated from the twelfth through the early sixteenth century by who? 

38. What were the Delhi Sultans never able to do? 

39. What wealthy trading state controlled southern India from 850 through 1267? 

40. In 1336, Harihara and Bukka, two emissaries from the Delhi sultan, renounced Islam, 

reconverted to Hinduism, and founded what? 

41. What did the presence of the changing monsoon winds ensure? 

42. What role did Hindu temples play in society? 

43. What did the bhakti teacher Guru Kabir believe?  

44. What Indian concept did not become popular in the southeast Asian states influenced by 

India? 

45. What does the design of the Khmer temples at Angkor Thom and Angkor Wat show? 

 

Chapter 16 
 

46. What was Byzantium’s major advantage?  

47. Historians use the term caesaropapism to refer to what? 

48. Who was Justinian’s wife? 

49. What was the Hagia Sophia? 

50. What was Justinian’s most important and long-lasting political achievement? 

51. One of the causes of Byzantine resurgence was the political innovation wherein a general 

was given military and civil control over an imperial province, or __________. 

52. What happened after the collapse of western Roman authority? 

53. Which Germanic tribe played the most important role in establishing the foundations of 

European development? 

54. Charlemagne made extensive use of what group? 

55. After the death of Louis the Pious, what happened to the Carolingian empire? 

56. Historians once used the term feudalism to refer to what? 

57. In medieval society, what was political power vested in? 

58. In 1054, what did the pope in Rome and the patriarch in Constantinople do to each other? 

59. Who were Saints Methodius and Cyril? 

 

 


